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A CONVERSATION ON PARNASSUS
November 13, 1995

George H. Palmer

Dawn, the rosy-fingered, has broken over the
heights of Parnassus, signalling the age old triumph of
Helios over the waning power of night.
Lower on the
mountain and in the glens, the deep valleys, and wooded
copses, shadow is still deep on the land, but
perceptibly diminishes now, as the Sun rises over the
wine dark sea and proceeds on its stately journey into
the sky and onto the Pillars of Hercules and the lost
land of Atlantis. The sweetly scented wild thyme rises
to the encompassing warmth of the morning, sending its
musky fragrance into the air, and the leaves of the
olive and grape turn their faces worshipfully into the
bright clear light. The industrious bee, ardent of
nectar, begins its erratic flight from flower to flower
and is joined in chorus by all manner of small winged
things, whirring and buzzing. An eagle soars high
above, the lord of its lofty realm, and watches
hungrily the wheeling lark below, while in the woods
the nightingale sings its morning song.
A mist appears in the deep and hidden places as
the warmth penetrates and vaporizes the cool night
moisture, and is gone as quickly as it came, replaced
by the preternatural clarity characteristic of this
most ancient of places, most holy of shrines, Mount
Parnassus, the beloved of all the gods of Classic
Greece, home of the muses and of the nymphs, site of
the Pythian shrine of Apollo and the Delphic oracle.
Morning has come to the sacred mountain, bringing
another day in the endless cycle of days and nights of
centuries and millennia, of ages and eons, the neve~
ending diurnal wheel ordained of the Fates in the
shadowy mists of time when Chaos failed and Form
assumed its familiar shape.
Parnassus: an Eden before Eden, and after Eden's
fall.
Now, I cannot show you where Eden was, but I can
take you to where Mount Parnassus is, south of Phocis
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and north 0
8061 feet in height, a
majesty ar ' .
which gave us the magic and
the glory
But, then, we have no need
for aaps or
y sical reality is patent, but
irrelev . t.
t Olympus, is there for any
modest ly ~
i st to see and photograph, but
this is not
Parnassus we visit. In the
belief of
ellenes, Mount Olympus was the
ho e of the q
ount Parnassus was the
playground of
e
rtals. This is our Parnassus, in
perhaps another ' ension as our inward eye looks at it
today, outside
e real, but somehow yet a part of it,
barely peroeptib e, intuitive, but deeply persuasive,
whether we are consc ious of it or not.
And unconscious of it we are, most of us, in the
frantic unbelieving world of the late twentieth
century, Yet, surely, every advance in physics and
mathematics, every discovery in psychiatry, every
development in psychology and anthropology teaches us
that the unseen and the impalpable affect us and our
world as proximately as do the material visible things
of the world. We do not need to see a virus to
understand the catastrophe it sometimes brings or to
touch an atom to learn the awesome powers locked in its
core. Much of the world and its treasure lies hidden
beyond human ken, discoverable only by those who devote
their lives and intelligence to its uncovering.
As the unseen genes we inherit from our fathers
and mothers determine our physical, mental, and much of
our emotional state, and as our environment conditions
our responses, to all of which we are largely
unconscious, so then we are heir to, but largely
unconscious of, our debt to the gods of Classic Greece,
and to the writers like Hesi od and the bards like
Homer, who took a thousand fables, tales, mysteries,
half-histo: i es , s uperstitions and simple pieties, and
made them ~nto a theology that held the imaginations
and worship of the Greeks for a thousand years. We
acknowledge o~ great eb to the philosophers,
st~tes . en , wr~ters , poe
thematicians and
sc~ent1sts of Gr~ ,
e forget that their piety to
the theology of Bes
ed their greatest works.
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We forget that when Xenophon contemplated j oin ing an
expedition of mercenaries in Asia Minor, he went to the
great Socrates for advice, and was told to v i s i t the
Delphic oracle and solicit the advice of the Apol lo
inspired Pythoness. Xenophon did so and became, as a
result, the leader of the immortal Ten Thousand on its
twelve hundred mile march to the sea through the hordes
of hostile Persians. We forget that the subjects of
the plastic arts of Phidias and Praxitiles were the
gods, and that the themes of Aeschylus, Sophocles and
Euripides were the stories of the gods and their
interaction with mortals. Even Aristophanes, who made
savage fun of everything and everyone, was more
circumspect in his comic treatment of the gods lest he
offend the deities, or perhaps the sensibilities of his
audience. The philosophers socrates and Plato argued
their necessity. Pythagoras heard the music of the
spheres.
The golden aura of the Greek gods suffused the
golden age of Greece, its seers, its poets, its
philosophers, its artists, and its common man, and it
is in our blood, the heirs of Greece~ as surely as the
genes and chromosomes of our bodies derive from the
tissue of our parents. I have no quarrel with those
who would point out our debt to our Judeo-Christian
heritage. Homer was singing his songs of the war
against Troy and the wanderings of Odysseus at about
the same time, give or take a few centuries, as the
heirs of Father Abraham were formalizing their great
discovery of monotheism and the worship of Yahweh.
Indeed, two strains run in our blood, Greek and
semitic. But it is not my tale to tell of the latter,
only to gracefully acknowledge its existence and
profound influence.
But now it is mid-morning on Parnassus and golden
sunlight shines on the mount. The year is what-youwill, today, tomorrow or yesterday; time has no mean i ng
~or the immortals who play on Parnassus.
In today 's
Jargon, they might be called existentialists
Certainly they have learned to extract every· morsel
from each event of the day, and not worry about
tomorrow or rue yesterday. But it is well to remember
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, they are not
as we moderns understand
f Father Zeus (the Roman
, l eader of the Pantheon of
~~~_ts , storms, thunder and
the point. The first god,
1D~~~~sl y mated with his mother,
twelve exceedingly
coll ectively the Titans, chief
In the earliest instance of
Cronus took an iron sickle
er and castrated his father
Ura nus . cron
en f a thered six children by his
sister Rhe a , 0 e of whom was Zeus. Avoiding his
fat h er , who ate five of the six children, having been
warned by hi s pare n ts that one of his children would
depose h · , Ze us returned from an exile on Crete to
lead a s u c c ess f u l war on the older gods, the Titans and
their k in, the Gigantes.
t

As the bringer of cosmic order, Zeus was revered
by the Greeks, who readily forgave his transgressions.
Married to Hera, the prototype of all jealous women and not without reason - Zeus indulged a strong sexual
appetite for toothsome mortals, mostly maidens but
occasionally boys. These seductions or rapes were
accomplished in disguise, for it was death for a mortal
to look upon the true form of a god. A history of
these adventures would be too tedious to detail, but
one might briefly cite Danae and the shower of gold,
Europa and the white bull, Leda and the swan, among
many. An immortal, Zeus was not infallible; he and all
his gods were prey to the same appetites, the same
failings, the same jealousies, the same covetousness
and pride, and the same surprising nobility and high
purpose as those mortal Greeks from whose imaginings
they sprang, -- only writ large, very large.
On our timeless day on Parnassus in the midmorning sun, we now ~ee ~wo f i~res striding up a rise,
abreast, and convers~ng ~n se em ~ng amity. One, the
tal l er, seems surrounded by a gol den aura. Slim
ath l etic wi th rippli ng uscles, h e holds a harp ~nder
o n e a rm, a nd across hi s bac i s a long bow of heavy
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wood and a quiver of arrows, bronze tipped, is at his
side. He is dressed in a tunic of fine light wool,
open at one shoulder and tied at his waist with a
silver cord. On his feet are sandals of finest leather
and he is noiseless as he walks, scarce seeming to
touch the ground he lightly treads. He is handsome as
no mortal is handsome, beautiful one is tempted to say,
with a beauty that has nothing to do with sensuality.
He seldom frowns, although he is terrible in anger and
the greatest archer among the gods, far surpassing
mortal men.
But now a small shadow passes his shining
countenance as he makes a conversational point to his
companion. One senses that this is a serious business,
this conversation with his companion; not a matter of
life or death perhaps, but nothing to be taken lightly
either.
It is a matter of consequence between the two,
perhaps an argument of old, so old now that heat and
anger have fled, but purpose remains.
Indeed it is Apollo we observe, first among the
gods below Zeus and Hera. Born on the island of Delos,
his mother was Leto and his father Zeus. As a youth,
he slew the Python, the great snake-dragon whose
rotting body produced a stench that gave the gift of
prophecy to Pythia, who, with her successor
Pythonesses, became the oracles of Apollo's shrine at
Delphi. As an adult, he became the sun god, Phoebus
Apollo, the patron and master of music, archery,
mathematics, philosophy, and of all that is rational,
orderly, controlled, and harmonious; whatever is
restrained, balanced, and proportionate belong to
Apollo. When we admire and venerate the individual, we
do homage to Apollo; when we praise order and harmony
we praise Apollo who brings us these things. We say
"Know thyself" and "Nothing in excess," and we
paraphrase Apollo. Clarity, discipline and reason are
his.
The spiritual force that Apollo embodies is
at the foundation of our civilization; "It
proclaims the presence of the divine, not in
the miracles of a supernatural power, not in
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j ustice, not in the
love but in the
clarity, in the
er and moderation. 1
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fr owns, a frank frown from
s no stranger. He is shorter
Dark locks curl in profusion
down his neck. He too is
o' s beauty is serene and
austere ,
's is sensual and earthy. His
tunic i s purp e
a wreath of grape leaves encircles
his brow. His feet are bare and unlike Apollo, he
s weats in
e Greek sun. He is Dionysus, the god of
wine, reve lry, and of much else. Youngest and newest
of the gods , e too is the son of Zeus wrought upon
beautifu l S e l e. sometime called Bacchus, from whence
our word baccbanal ia derives, he fought hard to achieve
recogn ition as a member of the Pantheon. In The
Bacchantes of Euripides, Pentheus, King of Thebes and
an unbeliever, defies the divinity of Dionysus, who, in
retaliation, causes the women of Thebes to desert the
city for the surrounding woods where, nude and in
madness, they sing, dance and revel in unknowing
ecstasy. Pentheus, led by a dissembling Dionysus,
spies on their revels, is discovered, and is torn to
pieces by the wild Bacchantes. Pentheus' mother leads
the assa~lt and returns to Th~bes with the gory head of
her son l mpaled on her thyrsus.
Women are his most enthusiastic follower.
The
Maenids or Bacchantes leave loom and shuttle and the
~umd~ orderly activities of their lives and,
lntoxlcated by the god, are transformed into
enraptured , anic dancers in the wilderness eager for
sexual encounter or cannibalism, sometimes both in
that order.
'
They gird themselves with snakes and give
~uck to fa
and wolf cubs as if they were
lnfants at
e breast. Fire does not burn
1
T

e Gods of

G~,

• p. 54.
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them. No weapon of war can wound them, and
the snakes harmlessly lick up the sweat from
their heated cheeks. Fierce bulls fall to
the ground, victims to numberless, tearing
hands, and sturdy trees are torn up by the
roots with their combined effort. 2
But this bringer of madness, violence, wildness
and terror is also the deliverer of liberat ion, ecstacy
and inspiration.
Whatever is stagnant, dead and petrified in us but
remains bolstered by habit, inertia, and fear, is
perpetually opposed by the instinctual life forces
represented by Dionysus .
... Dionysus of all the gods, is the one who
feels most supremely at ease with women. His
enemies "used to say that he revealed the
religious raptures and initiations so as to
seduce other men's women." Dionysus doesn't
descend on women like a predator, clutch them
to his chest, then suddenly let go and
disappear. He is constantly in the process
of seducing them, because their life forces
come together in him, the juice of the vine
is his, and likewise the many juices of life.
"Sovereign of all that is moist," Dionysus
himself is liquid, a stream that surrounds
us ....
Dionysus is not a useful god who helps
weave and knot ~hings together, but a god who
loos7 ns and unt1es. The weavers are his
enemles, ret there comes a moment when the
weavers.w1~1 abandon their looms to dash off
after h1m 1nto the mountains.3

2Cited in "The Gods of Greece," supra, a t p. 106.
3"The Marriage
-

0

f C d
a mus and Harmony", Roberto Calasso, pp. 44-5.
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He is
Apollo's
Apollo's
we ll.
faces of
c as tor
at war
and ut

f Apollo, the omega to
Apoll o's coin, and yet
~~j~~
' ' s the shrine of Dionysus as
j oined as were the two
t , eternally paired as
ired i n ancient skies, always
~~, ~,~e , bound together in antipathy

Apo

·Yo
of your
r a vished.
of
Diony

, with these everlasting tales
s and the maidens you have
other topics of conversation for
reason, perhaps, or philosophy
p s his foot petulantly.

"Kant
o Kants, Apollo.
I don't understand the
fe llow and
ould bore me to death were I not
immortal.
by the way, I never 'ravished' any
maiden.
ill ingly came into the strong arms of
loud - roaring Dionysus, and, I might add, unlike some
gods l i g h t name, all were content."
This reference to Apollo's notorious lack of
success with aidens, a recurrent theme of the wine
god , vexes Apoll o as it always does.
"Nonsense! Just because I am not eternally
testoste rone driven, seeking to relieve my manhood on
any presentabl e mortal I run across, does not lessen
the radiance of Phoebus Apollo.
I simply have better
and more weighty matters to concern myself with."
Dionys s s irks, and responds.

"Ho, ho , ,ear fri end. Methinks you have never
rea lly gotten 0 er y our many disappointments in the
tend e r arena of
e . You pursued Daphne who spurned
you a nd so · c · t
e gods to turn her into a laurel
tree e ven as y o
a
her.
Did it hurt, Apollo?"
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The sun god is silent and Dionysus continues.
"Then there was Cassandra who ignored your
importunities and whom, in revenge, you taught the art
of prophecy but cursed so that no one would believe her
true prophecies. And do I not recall the fair Sibyl
whom you loved but would have none of you, and on whom
you laid a bane of unending old age lasting as many
years as there were grains of dust on her threshold,
300 years as I remember it, until she finally
shrivelled into nothing but a disembodied voice?"
Apollo is silent, musing as he has for an eternity
why the god of light and truth and beauty wreaks such
destruction on the world of love and the feminine.
Dionysus continues, unrelenting and insinuating.
"Or could it be, dear Apollo, that these sisters
of your amorous intent recognized that your true
affections tilted another way entirely; that you had
never recovered from your infatuation with the
beautiful boy Hyacinthus, whom you unwittingly killed
with a discus, and Cyparissus, who turned himself into
a cypress to avoid your advances. And then there was
the young Admetus ... "
"Enough, enough, Dionysus," cries Apollo.
"Have
done with this recital of my lapses from rationality.
I am a true son of my father Zeus, with all of his
appetites and all of his failings.
I admit it.
But
this,is the least part of me, unlike you. My eye is on
the 1deal, the matrix from which the real is fashioned
The beauty which you see in the feminine form is but a'
poor shadow of the true beauty that lies behind it
from which are drawn the vague copies that walk th~
7art~.
True, I have sought these copies out when they
1ntr~gued me, but only because I ceaselessly search for
the ldeal behind them."
"Plato again" says Dionysus, raising his eyes to
Olympus.
"A~ways Plato.
I say: enjoy the flesh and
the blood wh~le you,can. Forget this stupid ideal of
yours. The 1deal, 1f such there be, is not there for
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s a chimera, a figment of
of a poor fool philosopher
e y our substance on such
be dancing to the pipe, to
cou ld be wenching and
add s Dionysus "you appear to
e some wine.",
ine flask at his back.
"Thank Y

, says Apollo.

"Wine gives me a

headache.Dionys

·:es.

: o. Wine does not give you a
headache. Yo
ea aches because you have recently
immersed yourse~f ' a study of quantum mechanics. You
seek to
ster
e Hei senberg uncertainty principle, to
understand P anck's Constant, and to develop a
superstring
eery of cosmology. Just to recite these
idiocies
es
ead ache."
Dionysus drinks d eeply from the wine flask, and
continues,
"wine is the gods' greatest gift to man, and it
was mY gift to proffer.
Wine is the great solvent,
far greater than any elixi r science has devised.
Greater than water which wa shes away soil but nurtures
plants , greater than acids which transform but do not
destroy , greater than all these. Wine releases
inhibit ions and dissolves the strictures that society
imposes on
Wine oves the mind beyond the merely
reasona ble and rationa into the great realm of
imagination and inspiratio , where rules dissolve and
dreams hold sway
at ae the power to move mountains
envigorate great at ' o , and inspire great art. Wine'
severs the t oes
an earthbound, and lets him
soar in his
est and most unattainable
heights.
ine
en happy and wise men
free; it 500 es
, and gives ease to the
pained; it sends
e di straught and peace to
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the angry; it enlivens the dull and q~iet~ the
boisterous. The grape is a god and Wlne lts apostle,
sending its benevolences to the far corners of the
universe, and making disciples wherever it ventures.
"Wine answers man's deepest and most profound
questions: what am I, why am I here, what am I to do,
how am I to comport myself, what is the meaning of it
all? Foolish questions! Drink deep of the grape and
in it find surcease from unanswerable queries and
imponderable conundrums. Live for this one moment and
rejoice in your existence. Drink deep and let your
intoxication answer all questions."
Dionysus pauses and drinks a deep draught from his
wine skin. Apollo glances at him, faintly
disapproving.
"Wine still gives me a headache" he says.
"Then suffer it, Apollo. Suffer the little pain
which returns great rewards.
Your mind will give over
its ceaseless quest for unknowable answers to
impossible questions, your muscles will loosen, your
belly will relax, and you may even laugh and dance.
Although I doubt it, for in truth, it would not be in
character for Phoebus Apollo, who must above all, be
always in character.
"Nor would it do, I suppose," adds Dionysus, "for
the great sun god to give himself over to the arts of
venery, to the systematic pursuit of maidenheads.
"Your problem, if I may say so, dear Apollo, is
that you have always approached the matter on an ad hoc
basis.
You spy one beautiful girl -- or boy -- out of
~ ma~s o~ gi~ls and boys, and straight away, your
1mag1nat1on 1S engaged and your loins stir.
You
descend on her thunderously, as a lion on a doe and
proclaim your sudden passion in ringing tones. 'IS it
any wonder that the poor thing is frightened out of her
wits and seeks deliverance by metamorphosing into a
laurel tree? No, no Apollo, it is women you seek, not
~ woman.
Womanhood, en masse, is your quarry, whether
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, slim or stout, young or
too foul perhaps), all of
derstand the magnitude of
i ty which so frightened
- e others abate in contem.....--..,....,.. _:~~ - de of your goal."

tal
old ,
th

·Yo
I

sed oe

1 0 aghast, "you propose that
erywhere?"

• e

oman , perhaps. That lies beyond
the gods, even me.
It is the idea
t ters. To love every woman, or the
so, wil l prevent you from overwhelming
' th attention.
You will otherwise
frighten her
too much ardor; but you will attract
her with less, for she will feel she has to respond
with greater ardor to keep your attention centered on
her."
the

tlThis i s a game," Apollo cries, "for which I have
no appetite."
"For me it is not a game, it is my duty." says
Dionysus severely, "It is my duty, just as it is yours
to shed light, and reason, and logic, and all those
tiresome things. Remember, my friend, that I drink and
love not merely for my own carnal pleasure, -- although
there is that too. My revels, which you so deplore,
free women -- and men too -- from the intolerable labor
and boredom of the workaday world.
"Have you ever paused from your lofty thoughts to
consider the life of the average housewife or of a
maiden preparing to become a dutiful housewife? From
the pain of the hymeneal bed to the pain of Childbirth,
from the eternal rounds of washing, ironing, dusting,
cooking, to the stink and sleeplessness of babytending, to watching herself thicken and wrinkle as her
toils take their toll, this is her fate.
And then in
old age, should she survive, to watch her husband
casting lascivious glances at younger and prettier
girls, and perhaps discard ing h er for a toothsome
morsel of teenage flesh? Have you thought, my friend
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of the unutterable boredom and bone-weariness your
rational order brings to most mortals incapable of or
beyond reach of your lofty thoughts?
"To them I bring release from insupportable
burdens or intolerable boredom, and 1 give them a
taste, for perhaps the only time in their lives, of the
divine ecstasy found in the embrace of a god.
For a
moment they too are immortal!"
The gods sit now, at ease under a great oak tree,
a cool breeze from the deep valley stirs their garments
and ruffles their hair. Apollo now girds himself and,
as he has done countless times before and will do
countless times again, prepares to answer his friend.
"Dion, thou art fond and foolish.
The wine has
dulled thy wits and thy excesses have taken toll of
thee. Thou art wandering in thy arguments, and art far
afield."
Dionysus stirs impatiently.
"Brother Apollo, please do not speak in that
archaic fashion.
Your 'thees' and 'thous' and 'arts'
and 'doths' give me the headache you complain you
suffer from my wine. Speak plainly -- though 1 have
heard it all before."
"So be it then," says Apollo.
"1 will speak to
you as a tutor to a dull child and, like a lawyer, I
will give you precedent and authority that you may
believe me and be converted to reason and rule.
"You complain," continues Apollo, "of the
restraints my rationality places on mankind of the
fetters w~iCh re~son and moderation impose.' You carp
at the Ar~stotel~an Golden Mean.
'Nothing in excess'
1 say; you say 'Everything in excess,' and you
'
celebra~e all means to achieve excess. The wine that
d~lls ~~~s, the dance that leads to madness, the sexual
l~bert~n~sm that leads to satiety, eXhaustion, and
re~u~s~c;>n.
Have you never heard, "The expense of
spIrIt In a waste of shame is lust in action?"
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:erjects Dionysus.

,

·s

29.

It would pay you to

read it.·
-I a.i

knICJlllD , ·

i s argument.

Apel 0

negl ected your Shakespeare, as
Aristotle, your Voltaire ......

"1 fear

well as your
-I prefer

sighs Dionysus.

seau," interrupts Dionysus.

"Of course you do.
Immanuel Kant .... "

Your Francis Bacon, your

Dionysus groans.
" ... your Albert Einstein, all those you neglect,
and more . Instead you pore over the writings of that
malignant dwarf Nietzsche until he has convinced you
that you alone were responsible for the birth of
tragedy. Your head swells, and when you read Sigmund
Freud you conclude that you were responsible for the
invention of the Id. My poor Dion. Your education has
been, 1 fear, as loose as your morals and as disjunct
as your infrequent lucubrations.
me,

"What poet has ever written of you, as he did of
I am the eye with which the Universe
Beholds itself and knows itself
divine;
All harmony of instrument or verse ,
~l prophecy, all medicine is mine
~l light of art or nature; -- to ~y song
VIctOry and praise in their own right belong

"For Shelley, I was 'the eye with which the
Universe beholds "tse f l i for Benet,
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... all creation's growth and
flowering swelled Apollo's theme.
Myriad-toned of pandemonium, scaled
from lion to bee, all of brute
creation's psalmody found its
consonant key
To Byron, I was 'the God of life, and poesy and
light -- the sun in human limbs array'd.' To
Swinburne, I was 'the word, the light, the life, the
breath, the glory.'
"Yes," says Dionysus with a sigh, "the poets loved
you when they wrote their doggerel. But when they
lived their actual lives, they paid tribute to dark
Dionysus, Did I ever tell you about the time when
Byron entertained the Bishop's wife?"
"Spare me," Apollo interrupts.
hear your sordid tales."

"I do not wish to

Apollo continues.
"All that mankind aspires to, in building his
great cities; in living together in civility; in
exploring the arts, music, painting, sculpture,
architecture, theater; in discovering his universe,
from the great cosmos to the tiny world of subatomic
physics; in learning about the intricate complexities
of his own mind and body; in developing systems of
government to protect the freedoms of the individual;
in promulgating moral and ethical codes that man may
live in peace and dignity; in punishing evil doers and
rewarding the just. All these, and much more, the
bright light of Phoebus Apollo has given to man.
Do
you wonder that poets celebrate me, that great
sculptors hew my immortal lines out of glowing marble
for the world to marvel at my beauty? Do you wonder
that I am venerated by scientist and artist alike, and
that Apollo lives eternal for all who love beauty,
reason, order and civility?
"Reflect, my divine satyr, that before the gods
established their rule, before Apollo came bringing
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reas on
bette r

man , but
t hi rs ty ,
or his r~~~
f i re , he
of his en

b rutish, savage, no
t ed. When he saw a
s i on spent, he left her.
nor cared for. When he
h imself, sharing with no
against the world. When
etion, never washing himself
When Prometheus gave him
eapon, burning the possessions

"Be cared f r none but himself, his own safety,
wa rmth, and food , and spared no thought for his fellow
creatures except to take from them by stealth or force
whatever he cove t ed . Like the tiger in the tall grass,
he l a y in wa i t fo r plunder, his eyes gleaming with
mal i ce.
"The r e were no families, no clans, no villages no
commun iti es. There were only the hunters and the
hunted, the killers and their victims. They, my dear
Dionysus, would have understood your philosophy. ~
would have welcomed your orgies. Tb§y would have
drained your wine and in their drunkenness would have
murdered you for more and would then have danced on
your broken body.
"How Dionysian we are without restraint or rule,
with just our gut and our gonads to lead us!
"No, dear Dion, not until Rule created the first
family, and then the clan, and then the village, where
passions were answered by reason and restraint, where
man ceased to live only in the present, but discovered
a past and began to plan for the future, only then did
civilization arise and Greece prosper to confound the
world with its wisdom and its art.
"You wish for the opportunity to preach your
'liberating' philosophy? Well, you may have it, my
dear Dionysus, but only where there is something to be
liberated from. And that something is what Apollo
br i ngs.
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"You need me, my friend; I am indeed indispensable
to you. Perhaps I am a bit the better for ~ -perhaps; but it is as certain as Zeus on,his gold~n tt
throne, that without ~ you could not th~nk to eXlst.
The gods fall silent. Night has begun its secret
march into the recesses of parnassus. Dark purples and
browns have crept into the valleys and glens, and the
sun still shining on the peaks of Parnassus, has lost
its' warmth. The bee has returned to its hive and the
insects have fallen silent. The birds have found their
roost and sing no more. All is still and silent. And
the gods? Well, even the gods must rest and restore
themselves with nectar and ambrosia at their evening
meal, and find their repose on golden couches.
The two friends arise, their eternal debate ended
for the day, to be resumed tomorrow perhaps, and
perhaps an eternity of tomorrows. They stroll down the
well-worn trail, arm in arm, toward Olympus, their
home, moving into the dusk, eternal friends and
immortal enemies. And as we watch, a wondrous thing
seems to happen. The two figures, seen distinctly in
spite of the gathering gloom, seem suddenly to blur, as
though seen through a scrim, and they seem to merge
into but one figure. We watch intently and for a
moment th7 darkness gives way around the single figure.
And, 10, ~t was Man.

THEY BROKE THE MOLD

November 20. 1995

Luther Tucker

Women with the gumption to break the mold of
behavior which is socially acceptable in their day and
age have always appealed to me.
I remember my surprise
when I was seven or eight, for the first time seeing my
mother, who was strictly conventional, light a

